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Abstract: Noise in the communication channel is well established 

to be a threat to digital bit transmission, resulting in many mistakes at 
the bit level. Different modulation methods are studied in terms of 
BER, probability of error and SNR to better comprehend this. In the 
presence of specific levels of noise in the communication channel, 
this analysis yields an interesting conclusion that advises the 
employment of particular modulation methods. A comprehensive 
analysis of several modulation schemes has been considered. Those 
include On-Off Key modulation (OOK), Binary Phase Shift Key 
(BPSK), Quadrature Phase Shift Key (QPSK), Pulse Amplitude 
Modulation (PAM) and 8-Phase Shift Key (8-PSK). This analysis can 
aid in the selection of a modulation approach based on the channel 
condition. 

Keywords: Optical Wireless Communication, Modulation 
Schemes, OOK, BPSK, QPSK, M-PAM, M-PSK, Turbulence, 
Log-Normal Distribution, Negative Exponential Distribution. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 With wireless multimedia communications gaining more 

popularity, there is an increased demand for high bit rates along 
with increased reliability and reduced bandwidth in a 
communication system. The OFDM is a digital modulation 
scheme that can support high speed communication and at the 
same, accommodates a greater number of users ensuring high 
spectral efficiency [1]. It is a multiplexing/multiple access 
scheme with many favourable features supporting next 
generation wireless systems [2]. 

The Optical Wireless System has a number of benefits, 
including a high data rate, built-in security, and low battery 
consumption. It has an unlicensed optical wavelength that 
allows communication up to several kilometres and can 
communicate between the ground and satellites [3, 4]. It 
employs line-of-sight communication, which is widely used in a 
variety of applications [5, 6]. Because of its lower power 
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consumption, FSO systems do not interfere with other wireless 
communication channels. It satisfies the need for increased data 
rates while maintaining secure wireless connection. However, 
atmospheric turbulence and varied weather conditions such as 
rain, haze, smoke, fog, snow, and mist have an impact on this 
technology. Fog weather and atmospheric turbulence have a 
significant impact on the FSO link. The performance of optical 
wireless communication systems has been studied in the 
presence of air turbulence [7] by different modulation schemes 
and the findings helped to improve the performance of digital 
communication systems and enabled faster and relatively less 
error prone communication [8]. 

Under atmospheric and fog circumstances, this research 
investigates the performance of FSO links using various 
modulation techniques such as OOK, BPSK, QPSK, M-PAM, 
and M-PSK. 

II. BASIC MODULATION TECHNIQUES 

There are a variety of phase modulation methods that are 
suitable for FSO communication systems, as we all know. The 
SNR, bandwidth efficiency, and power efficiency under 
various modulation methods will be discussed in this part, 
although air turbulence will not be considered. 

A. On-Off Keying 

A binary one is represented by the presence of a carrier for 
a certain duration, while a binary zero is represented by the 
lack of a carrier for the same length. The OOK modulation 
technique is a frequently used direct detection approach in 
optical communication [9]. RZ and NRZ waveforms can be 
used for this modulation. The following formulae can be used 
to calculate the likelihood of error from an optical 
photodiode: 
 

 
 

When OOK is more spectrally efficient than 
frequency-shift keying when using a regenerative receiver or 
a poorly designed super-heterodyne receiver, but it is more 
noise-prone[10]. 

B. Binary Phase Shift Keying 

Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) is a two-phase 
modulation method in which the carrier signal's 0s and 1s are 
represented by two separate phase states:  for binary 1 
and  for binary 0[11]. 
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The coherent detection technique uses the BPSK 
modulation technology. The laser is always used as the carrier 
in optical communication [12].  

There are two ways for demodulation: homodyne 
detection and heterodyne detection. In BPSK modulation, the 
phase shift is between 0 and 180 degrees. This technique's 
BER is given by the equation: 

 

C. Phase Shift Keying 

Two parallel connected QPSK modulators with SPDT 
switches, a power combiner, and 450 phase shifters make up 
the 8-PSK modulator's configuration. The amplitude and 
phase inaccuracy of an 8-PSK signal is exactly proportional to 
the phase shifter and elementary modulator's amplitude and 
phase accuracy [13, 14]. For PSK, the BER is as follows: 

         

D. Quadrature Phase Shift Keying  

Simulating two BPSK systems in tandem is equal to using 
a QPSK system. As a result, the bit error rate does not differ 
(BER).Because QPSK is made up of two BPSK orthogonal 
signals it might be considered a composite signal. As a result, 
each bit takes Tb seconds to complete, and the signals 
corresponding to the bits last for Ts=2Tb seconds.This means 
that the required bandwidth for QPSK is double to BPSK 
modulation, that is, BQPSK=0.5BBPSK. BER for QPSK can be 
described as:[15] 

BERQPSK=erfc (√ SNR) =2BERBPSK. 

E. Pulse Amplitude Modulation 

The AM in pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) are fully 
real for m = 1, 2..., M. PAM-16 sends four bits in a single 
packet. It's a modulation system in which the signal is sampled 
at regular intervals, with each sample proportional to the 
signal's amplitude at the time of sampling [16]. There are 16 
different symbols that can be used with 4 bits. 

 
And the bit rate can be expressed as follows: 
 

Rb= Breqlog2M= BreqK2 

III. STATISTICAL ATMOSPHERIC TURBULANCE 
MODELS 

A. Lognormal Model 

Because of its ease of mathematical calculation, the 
lognormal distribution is a popular model for the probability 
density function of irradiance. To develop the negative 
exponential channel model in MATLAB, the random input bit 
pattern was generated at the transmitter end using the OOK 
(On-Off Keying) modulation technique. The pdf of the 
received optical field I is given as f using the lognormal 
distribution model (I)[17 and 18]. 

 
As turbulence strength rises, many scattering effects must 

be considered. Lognormal statistics demonstrate significant 
variations when compared to experimental data.  

 
Fig.1. Lognormal distribution pdf [17] 

 
SNR can be calculated by { 4 R2P2/(𝝈1 + 𝝈0)2 }. Where, R 

is responsivity of the receiver, P is transmitted power and 𝝈1 
and 𝝈0 are standard deviation of noise currents for symbols 
„1‟ and „0‟. Using this equation, SNR v/s. BER relationship 

can be plotted as shown: 

 
Fig.2. Lognormal distribution BER v/s. SNR curve. [17] 

B. Negative Exponential Model 

When irradiance changes are severe and the link length is 
several kilometres, the number of separate scatters increases 
dramatically [18].Signal amplitude follows a Rayleigh 
distribution in this case, resulting in a signal intensity with a 
negative exponential statistic (square of field amplitude): 
[19] 

 
where Io is the mean radiance (average photon count per 

slot). Here 𝝈SI
2 = 1 (or in the vicinity of 1). 
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Fig.3. Negative Exponential Distribution pdf. [17] 
 

The analysis of the negative exponential channel model was 
done in MATLAB and the BER vs. SNR curve was analyzed 
in it [20].  

The equations used for finding out the BER and SNR are 
given below [19]: 

 
 

 

IV. SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION 

A. Performance Analysis of Different Modulation      
Schemes in AWGN Channel 

 

Fig.4.Comparison of 5 modulation schemes for BER 

  The BER versus SNR for various modulation schemes 
under AWGN Channel is given in Fig 4. As it is shown, the 

BER performance for BPSK and QPSK are the same. Also, 
the required SNR of OOK is about “5.07dB” more than the 

required SNR of BPSK to obtain a desired BER performance. 
The average power requirement by the QPSK is the same 

as BPSK, or only a few units more than BPSK. And in terms 
of BER, both are very close to each other.  So, the 
BPSK/QPSK is preferred when no turbulence is taken into 
account by providing least Bit Error. 

Following the analytical comparison, the simulation 
results show BER performance for OOK, 8-PSK, 16-PAM, 
BPSK, and QPSK modulation techniques. And the 
communication impairments such as scintillation and 
dispersion haven‟t been taken into account in the simulation. 

B. Performance Analysis of Different Modulation      
Schemes in LN Channel (𝝈2= 0.36) 

 

Fig. 5. Variation of BER versus SNR for various 
modulation techniques using Log-Normal Channel Model 

for log irradiance variance 𝛔𝐥
𝟐=0.36 

 
The standard deviation parameter (𝛔𝐥) was set to 0.6 in fig. 

5, resulting in log irradiance variance (𝛔𝐥𝟐) is 0.36. This low 
value of 𝛔𝐥𝟐 implies a lesser atmospheric turbulence and the 
value of BER is determined from atmospheric turbulence, 
thus a particular value of SNR it is expected to be low for all 
modulation techniques. 

The comparison of alternative modulation strategies for 
weak atmospheric turbulence using the Log-Normal Model is 
shown in Fig. 6. It shows that when the log irradiance variance 
is 0.36, BER is lowest for PAM-16 modulation at lower SNR 
values and highest for OOK at higher SNR values.  

As a result, PAM-16 is favoured for lower SNR values 
(<8dB) and simpler modulation techniques like OOK, BPSK 
is favoured for higher SNR values (8-20dB). 
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TABLE I COMPARISON BETWEEN DIFFERENT 

MODULATION TECHNIQUES FOR SNR= 5DB AND 

𝝈2=0.36 USING LOG-NORMAL CHANNEL MODEL 

Modulation BER Values (× )  

PAM-16 8.92 

OOK 23.69 

BPSK 47.24 

8-PSK 91.47 

QPSK 118.50 

 
TABLE II COMPARISON BETWEEN DIFFERENT 

MODULATION TECHNIQUES FOR SNR= 13dB AND 𝝈2=0.36 

USING LOG-NORMAL CHANNEL MODEL 

Modulation BER Values (× )  

OOK 0.0064 

BPSK 0.0140 

PAM-16 0.5682 

8-PSK 1.8130 

QPSK 1.8150 

C. Performance Analysis of Different Modulation      
Schemes in LN Channel (𝝈2= 0.56) 

The value of log irradiance variance (𝐥𝟐) is increased to 
0.56, and the Bit Error rate for all modulation schemes is 
likewise increased. As we know 𝐥𝟐 is directly proportional to 
Cn

2, as shown by equation:  
  𝐥𝟐 = 1.23𝐶n

2k7/6Lp
11/6 

Where, wave number k = 2/, Lp is horizontal distance of 
optical irradiance, 𝐶n

2 is refractive index structure parameter 
and 𝐥𝟐 is log irradiance variance. 

The parameter 𝐶n
2 (refractive index structure parameter) 

defines the amount of unevenness in the refractive index 
structure of the channel, which is responsible for deterioration 
of link. 

 
Fig. 6. Variation of BER versus SNR for various 

modulation techniques using Log-Normal Channel Model 
for log irradiance variance 𝛔𝐥𝟐=0.56 

The third plot, taken from fig. 6, has a log irradiance 
variance of 0.56, indicating stronger air turbulence than the 
prior scenario. The BER values for PAM-16 is the lowest in 
this scenario for the whole range of SNR shown in tables III 
and IV. 

TABLE III COMPARISON BETWEEN DIFFERENT 

MODULATION TECHNIQUES FOR SNR= 5dB AND 𝝈2=0.56 

USING LOG-NORMAL CHANNEL MODEL 

Modulation BER Values (× )  

PAM-16 6.63 

OOK 45.41 

BPSK 90.70 

8-PSK 133.40 

QPSK 172.10 

 
TABLE IV COMPARISON BETWEEN DIFFERENT 

MODULATION TECHNIQUES FOR SNR= 13dB AND 𝝈2=0.56 

USING LOG-NORMAL CHANNEL MODEL 

Modulation BER Values (× )  

PAM-16 0.0449 

OOK 0.1950 

BPSK 0.3947 

8-PSK 8.4870 

QPSK 8.7580 

D. Performance Analysis of Different Modulation      
Schemes in LN Channel (𝝈2= 0.72) 

 

Fig. 7.  Variation of BER versus SNR for various 
modulation techniquesusing Log-Normal Channel Model 

for log irradiance variance 𝛔𝐥
𝟐=0.72 
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If log irradiance variance (𝐥𝟐) is increased to 0.72, it can be 
visually deduced in plot 4 from Fig 8 that PAM16 has a much 
lower BER for the overall range of SNR (-5 to 20 dB). Tables 
V and VI show the BER values for variation as 0.72 at SNRs 
of 5 dB and 13 dB, respectively. 
 

TABLE V COMPARISON BETWEEN DIFFERENT 

MODULATION TECHNIQUES FOR SNR= 5dB AND 𝝈2=0.72 

USING LOG-NORMAL CHANNEL MODEL 

Modulation BER Values (× )  

PAM-16 6.41 

OOK 59.49 

BPSK 119.40 

8-PSK 159.80 

QPSK 202.40 

 
TABLE VI COMPARISON BETWEEN DIFFERENT 

MODULATION TECHNIQUES FOR SNR= 13dB AND 𝝈2=0.72 

USING LOG-NORMAL CHANNEL MODEL 

Modulation BER Values (× )  

PAM-16 0.0013 

OOK 0.760 

BPSK 1.498 

8-PSK 16.550 

QPSK 17.970 

V. CONCLUSION 

Various modulation schemes have been analyzed in terms 
of their BER performance and the analysis has yielded the 
following conclusions: 
 Under low values of log irradiance(𝐥𝟐) and high SNR 

conditions, OOK is preferred as they offer the least 
amount of BER.  

 Under low values of log irradiance(𝐥𝟐) and low SNR 
conditions, it is best to use high data rate modulation 
schemes of 16-PAM as their BER levels will be 
negligibly low.  

 As the value of 𝐥𝟐 increases, indicating higher 
atmospheric disturbance, 16-PAM yields the least BER 
levels for any given SNR value. 

 An adaptive modulation method, which varies between 
basic, low data rate and complicated, high data rate 
modulation techniques based on the SNR of the received 
signal, is recommended for maintaining a satisfactory 
data rate. 

As a result, the above-mentioned comparison for 
modulation methods was effectively reviewed. The 
theoretical studies reveal that, when compared to other 
modulations such as OOK, BPSK, QPSK, PAM, and 8-PSK, 

only BPSK is the best performer in terms of BER, without any 
scintillation. 

But in Log-Normal channel BER of 16-PAM was 
significantly better than other modulation schemes. The 
average BER performance of other modulation schemes show 
a direct drop after accounting for atmospheric changes. 
Experiments show that 16-PAM has good turbulence 
resistance properties under various turbulence settings. 
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